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Abstract. We describe the automatic harmonization method used for
building the silver standard annotation supplied as a data source for
the ClefER named entity recognition challenge. The use of an automatic
Silver Standard is designed to remove the need for a costly and time-
consuming expert annotation.
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1 Introduction
The ClefER challenge asks participants to find a wide range of Biomedical named
entities in non-English documents. As a possible (though not absolutely neces-
sary) aid, a set of parallel English language documents is supplied which already
contains entity markup. The entities are selected from the Unified Medical Lan-
guage System [1]
In principle, the challenge can be tackled in a variety of ways. For example,
one might search the non-English document for the phrase which best translates
the entity markup in the corresponding English document. Alternatively, one
might perform entity recognition in the non-English document and then attempt
to correlate entities across the pair of multi-lingual documents.
The English markup supplied for the ClefER challenge was generated auto-
matically using a Silver Standard methodology. This paper explains the process
used to generate the silver standard and the issues raised during its construction.
In the following sections, we first outline the task requirements for the Clefer
English silver standard annotation. Next, we discuss how the Silver Standard
methodology from a predecessor project (CALBC [2]) was adapted to the new
scenario. Finally we present some results and our conclusions.
2 ClefER requirements
The ClefER task scenario imposes a number of requirements which makes the
collection of manual and/or Gold Standard annotations (i.e. verified by a reliable
procedure incorporating expert opinion) particularly onerous.
1. The concepts to be annotated are very large in number
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2. . . . and also highly specialist
3. . . . and also highly diverse in nature, even though they all fit under the broad
heading of ‘biomedical’. It is unlikely any one individual will be an expert
in all of the included concepts.
4. The document set to be marked up is also very large in size
5. . . . and specialist
6. . . . and highly diverse, ranging from extracts of scientific papers, to drug
labels to claims in patent documents
7. The task requires assignment of concept identifiers (sometimes called “nor-
malization” or “grounding”) and not just the identification of names in text,
perhaps with an indication of their semantic type.
The concepts are taken from UMLS and are (all) the members of the fol-
lowing specified semantic groups: anatomy, chemicals, drugs, devices, disorders,
geographic areas, living beings, objects, phenomena and physiology. The sources
of the concepts are MeSH (Medical Subject Headings), MedDRA (Medical Dic-
tionary for Regulatroy Activities) and SNOMED-CT (Systemized Nomenclature
of HUman and Veterinary Medicine). There are XXX concepts in total. The con-
cept identifiers to be assigned are UMLS Concept Unique Identifiers (or CUIs).
The document set includes nearly 1.6m sentences (15.7m words) from sci-
entific articles (source: titles of Medline abstracts), 364k sentences (5m words)
from drug label documentaion (source: European Medicines Agency) and 120k
claims (6m words) from patent documents (source: IFI claims).
One additional requirement which clearly distinguishes the clefER entity
recognition task from other similar challenges is that the recognition is to be
performed in a different language from that of the supplied marked up data.
This has the advantage, for current purposes, that the precise boundaries of the
entities supplied in the English source data are not of critical importance. No
challenge submissions will be evaluated against them. Nevertheless, the assign-
ment of reasonable boundaries still remains important to the challenge not least
as a possible locus for the use of machine translation technology in finding cor-
relates in other languages. Furthermore, it is important that good precision is
obtained in the assignment of CUIs.
These requirements all clearly speak to the use of an automatically derived
silver standard for the English annotation. Automatic annotation enables one to
cover large amounts of data and, by suitably combining the results of several sys-
tems, to avoid precision errors introduced by the inevitable idiosyncracies of any
one system. Consequently, we decided to adapt and re-use the centroid harmo-
nization methodology, deployed in a a previous large-scale annotation challenge:
the CALBC challenge (Collaborative Annotation of a Large Scale Biomedical
Corpus).
3 The centroid harmonization of alternative annotations
Figure 1 shows four human expert (BioCreative Gold Standard) annotations
over the string endogenous TGF-beta-specific complex.
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endogenous TGF-beta-specific complex
TGF-beta
endogenous TGF-beta
TGF-beta-specific complex
. . . o-f-t-h-e-e-n-d-o-g-e-n-o-u-s-T-G-F-b-e-t-a-s-p-e-c-i-f-i-c-c-o . . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 . . .
Fig. 1. BioCreative alternatives (id:534680) & inter-entity character counts
The centroid annotation algorithm, developed initially for the CALBC project,
reads in markup from several different annotators and generates a single har-
monized annotation which represents both the common heart of the set of an-
notations and its boundary distribution. The inputs can be Gold Standard as in
Figure 1 or imperfect automatic annotations.
First, text is tokenized at the character level and (ignoring spaces) votes are
counted over pairs of adjacent inter-entity characters in the mark-up. Figure
1 also shows the inter-entity character counts. For example, only two of the
markups consider that the transition e n at the start of endogenous falls within
an entity. All four consider that T G do. The focus on inter-entity pairs, rather
than single characters, simply ensures that boundaries are valued when two
different entity names happen to be immediately adjacent to each other in a
markup. Over the course of a whole text, the number of votes will mostly be
zero, punctuated by occasional bursts of wave-like variation. The centroids are
the substrings over character pairs that are peaks (or local maxima) in a burst
of votes. In figure 1, TGF-beta is the centroid.
The inter-entity character votes also define the boundary distribution around
the centroid. We define a boundary whenever the number of votes changes. Its
value is the difference in votes. So, the centroid TGF-beta has a possible left
boundary before T and receives a value of 2 (the difference between 4 and 2)
and another before endogenous, which also receives 2 (the difference between 0
and 2). Therefore, these alternative boundaries are equally preferred. There is
however no boundary immediately after specific.
With respect to Gold Standard inputs, the advantages of the centroid rep-
resentation lie first in its perspicuous representation of variability and secondly
in its use as something which candidate annotations can be evaluated against
(see [3] for details) with a clear semantics and scoring method in which equally
preferred alternatives are equally scored and more preferred alternatives score
more highly than less preferred ones.
When the inputs are less than perfect (the result of automatic annotators
rather than human experts), The result is a harmonized silver standard. Figure
2 shows one centroid uncovered by applying the algorithm to the annotations
of clefER data generated by the five Mantra project partners. In this case, the
centroid itself is simply the most highly voted common substring adipose tissue
but the boundary distribution shows the alternative boundaries.
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Visceral <e b=’l:0:2,l:9:3,r:0:5’> adipose tissue<e>is particularly responsive to
somatropin
Fig. 2. Centroid plus boundary distribution markup
‘l:0:2” represents the left boundary at exactly the centroid left boundary
(position 0) for which two votes were cast. “l:9:3” represents the boundary 9
characters to the left with three votes. “r:0:5” shows that all five votes agreed
that the centroid’s right boundary is exactly (position 0) the right boundary of
the entity.
One advantage of a centroid silver standard is that one easily tailor it for pre-
cision or recall (for example, by throwing away centroids or boundaries with very
few votes). It should be noted that the centroid heart, adipose tissue in no way
represents the correct annotation, or even the best annotation. In the evaluation
scheme of [3] it is simply the string which a candidate annotation must at least
cover in order to be true-positive; and a candidate which also included Visceral
would in fact score proportionately more because more standards-contributing
annotators agree that it should.
4 Adapting centroids for clefER
Although we considered giving clefER participants the maximally informative
centroid representation, it was at least equally desirable to provide the simplest
possible representation. We did not wish to discourage participation. There was
also no guarantee that the distributional information could be usefully exploited
by participants, nor were we ourselves planning to exploit it in evaluation. There-
fore, for clarity and simplicity, we decided to offer individual entity markup in
a classical format, rather than a distributional format.
First, we apply a threshold to centroids so that only centroids with at least
two votes percolate through to the silver standard. Higher thresholds would
generate a higher precision harmonization but experiment showed that a two
vote threshold gave good recall without sacrificing too much in precision.
Secondly, in the context of clefER, we decided that, where harmonization
offered a distribution over boundaries, it would be more useful to participants
to offer the widest possible boundary, again subject to a threshold, rather than
the most popular boundary. In this way, the greatest amount of lexical content
would be included in the marked up entities. Consequently, for each centroid,
we calculate an extended centroid, or e-centroid, which has the greatest leftmost
(rightmost) boundary with votes above the threshold. The e-centroid for Figure
2 would therefore have a leftmost boundary at position 9, since the leftmost
boundary receives the most votes of any left boundary. In this case, the boundary
also coincides with the most popular boundary.
Thirdly, we considered the assignment of CUIs to e-centroids. Since e-centroids
result from a harmonization of several voting systems, this is not entirely trivial.
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In the vast majority of cases, the string content of the e-centroid does match
the string content of at least one of the voting systems, in which case those
CUIs are assigned. In cases where the string extent of no contributing annota-
tion exactly matched an e-centroid, we experimented with a voting system over
CUIs. It turned out however that such cases were nearly always the result of
unusual combinations of errors from different contributing systems. Therefore,
rather than try to assign a CUI, we used the absence of agreement between the
e-centroid and any voting system as a filter on the silver standard.
4.1 Harmonizing which annotations?
Finally we re-considered the issue of which annotations to harmonize.
In the CALBC challenge, the task had been to determine typed mentions, i.e.
the string extents of entities of certain specified semantic types. Thus, when eval-
uating challenge submissions over the title Bacterial eye infection in neonates, a
prospective study in a neonatal unit. looking for disease and anatomy markup, it
makes sense to evaluate against one centroid centred on infection, but preferably
extending to the left and another centred on eye and preferably not extending at
all. In order to generate these centroids, we run the centroid algorithm once for
all annotations of type disease and independently for all annotations of type
anatomy.
The silver standard clefER English data is supplied as “hints” on what en-
tities might be found in the non-English text and, since we are not supplying a
distribution, it could be misleading to suggest that eye infection might be found,
when a different disease bacterial eye infection can also be found.
The centroid algorithm in itself is perfectly neutral over the range of its
inputs, though its outputs will make semantic sense only if the inputs are all
annotations of the same semantic sort. The sort however can be semantic groups,
or types or even individual CUIs, with the deciding factor being only a) the
intended use of the output centroids b) the possibilitiy of data sparsity in too
fine-grained a harmonization. For example, if one harmonizes at the level of CUI
and some systems annotate only the longest match and others only the shortest
match, there is a clear danger that the minimum thresholds will not be met in
either case.
We therefore experimented with both types of harmonization. The result
was that the gain in the number of entities obtained outweighed the (only small)
sparsity issues that resulted, especially as our thresholding was being set to low
values (2 votes or more). Therefore, harmonization by CUI was our preferred
option.
5 Results and Examples
To illustrate the sort of work that harmonization carries out, Figure 3 shows
the annotations generated by one of the contributing Mantra project partners.
One of the other four partners agreed with exactly with the annotation over
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<e grp=’ANAT’ cui=’C1563740’>Visceral adipose tissue<e>is particu-
larly <e grp=’DISO’ cui=’C1273518’>responsive to<e><e grp=’CHEM’
cui=’C0376560’>somatropin<e>
Fig. 3. One annotation contributing to silver standard
Visceral adipose tissue, and another (in a system which did not supply CUIs)
also agreed with the string extent. Consequently, this annotation is propagated to
the silver standard, and in fact it would be regardless of whether harmonization
were carried out by group or by CUI. Two of the four partners did not support
this annotation although they did annotate the substring adipose tissue and
agreed amongst themselves on the CUI for it. Consequently, in harmonization
by CUI, this annotation also propagates to the silver standard. In harmonization
by group, this annotation would be lost, at least if the “widest boundaries which
meet the threshold” is used as the criterion for selecting from the distribution.
No other partner agreed with the DISO annotation of Figure 3 so this anno-
tation is not replicated in the silver standard.
All partners agreed with the string extent of the annotation over somatropin
but the three other CUI-assigning annotations supported a different CUI. In
harmonization by CUI, therefore, this annotation does not propagate, although
another annotation with the same string extent (and with the other CUI) does
propagate.
In total, X annotations were produced ....
6 Conclusion
The clefER challenge is an interestingly new variant on the classic “named entity
recognition” task. In order to generate good quality English marked up data to be
provided as part of the challenge, an automatic annotation method was required.
The centroid harmonization method has proved a good basis for building a silver
standard suitable for the clefER challenge, even in the circumstance where its
distributional nature is not to be exploited in a direct evaluation.
This work is funded by EU Research Grant ABC.
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